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The Role of Race and 
Protest in American 
Professional Basketball 
Pro Basketball’s Hidden Fear 

Thomas Aiello 

“Basketball was originally invented as a white man’s game,” writes philosopher 
and diplomat Michael Novak, but in the post-World War II culture, its “mythos 
became more than urban. It became in a symbolic and ritual way uniquely black.” 
Such was the result of its sophistication, its fashy showmanship, and its associa-
tion with urban cityscapes. “Basketball, although neither invented by blacks nor 
played only by blacks, came to allow the mythic world of the black experience to 
enter directly, with minimal change, into American life.” Baseball was a game 
with black athletes, as was football, where at least the quarterback was going to be 
white. Basketball, by contrast, was a black game. Both baseball and football fea-
tured position differences and assumptions about intelligence that allowed fans to 
maintain their racial prejudices and still identify with teams featuring black play-
ers. But no professional sport was as associated with blackness as was basketball.1 

Basketball was tethered to ethnicity almost from its inception, as in the 1890s, 
“Inner-city settlement houses became the breeding grounds for future interscho-
lastic, collegiate, and professional stars,” explains historian Steven Riess, “almost 
all drawn from inner-city ethnic groups.” As teams began professionalizing in the 
1920s, the game grew from those ethnic enclaves, where Jewish teams like the 
B’nai Brith All-Stars, Irish teams like the original Celtics, and African American 
teams like the New York Renaissance Big Five dominated.2 

It was that urbanity, Riess notes, that ultimately drew black players at or below 
the poverty line to the game and consequently drove the perception of the game’s 
blackness in the postwar period as it had its ethnicity prior to World War II. 
“Other young athletes may learn basketball,” wrote historian Pete Axthelm in 
1970, “but city kids live it.” Basketball “is considered a city game in a society 
which romanticizes the pastoral,” wrote Jeffrey Sammons a generation later. 

It has no Ruth, Gehrig, Cobb, Dimaggio, or Matthewson, icons of a white 
athletic dominance of years gone by. Although basketball is probably far more 
American than baseball in its pace of play, constant action, and undeniably 
urban foundations, no enabling mythology has been created for or seen in it 
historically. Moreover, it is now a black game in numbers, superstars, culture, 
and symbols.3 
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John Matthew Smith has noted that though the NBA had integrated by the 
mid-1950s, interracial collaboration had already occurred on collegiate teams like 
UCLA, which had featured black stars since Ralph Bunche played guard for the 
Bruins in the 1920s, and the University of San Francisco, which featured stars 
like Bill Russell and KC Jones, who would star at the next level, as well. But such 
successful collegiate teams normalized blackness as a part of organized basketball, 
further darkening the feeder system for the professional ranks in the second half 
of the twentieth century.4 It was then Russell’s rise to professional prominence, 
along with that of Wilt Chamberlain, Oscar Robertson, Elgin Baylor, and Con-
nie Hawkins, a group historian Nelson George has called “standard-bearers for 
the Black athletic aesthetic,” that normalized the black presence in professional 
basketball in the late 1950s, “years marked by acceptance and infamy for Blacks.”5 

That being the case, professional basketball’s relationship to protest was 
ingrained in the racial coding given to the game in the process of its evolution. 
Inevitably, however, when placed within that particular crucible, protest in pro-
fessional basketball would encompass far more than simply participation in the 
games themselves. American professional players would fght within the structure 
of their leagues, and they would use the prominence provided by those leagues 
to fght for broader civil rights outside the boundary lines created by their wealth 
and prestige. It was for black professional basketball players a two-front war, a 
Double-V campaign against discrimination created by the game and discrimina-
tion just outside the doors of the arena. That fght would leave a legacy of protest 
in professional basketball that redounds to those in the twenty-frst century who 
have leveraged the gains from within created by those players who came before 
them to continue the clarion call for racial equality outside of it. 

Basketball moved from its early, moral YMCA origins of the 1890s to swiftly 
become a competitive game played by many economic and ethnic groups. Though 
James Naismith and the YMCA movement hoped to use the game to celebrate 
amateurism and “muscular Christianity,” they were unable to contain the rush 
to competition. It was, in fact, an all-white YMCA team from Buffalo, New York 
that won the Olympic gold medal at the 1904 St. Louis games before breaking 
away from the organization and becoming professional. That same year, Edwin 
Henderson, a gym teacher in Washington, DC’s segregated public schools, intro-
duced basketball to his students, seeing it as a way to get many of them into 
predominantly white northern universities by taking advantage of the schools’ 
interest in competitive teams.6 

From there, the black game developed rapidly in the District of Columbia 
metro area and in the African American neighborhoods of New York City. The 
frst independent black basketball team was organized in 1907, the frst inter-city 
competition in Washington in 1908. The frst team of black professionals, the 
New York All-Stars, formed in 1910. Major Aloysius Hart, who created the team, 
argued, “That this game has taken a frm hold on our people has been demon-
strated beyond a doubt.” But league organization and proper play was paramount 
to build on those gains. “We want to play the game as our white friends play it. 
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That is, in the spirit of fairness and for the benefts that the exercise will give us 
and the enjoyment we can afford to our friends.”7 The shadow of whiteness and 
white norms, then, hovered over the black game from its inception. 

In an attempt to escape from that shadow, Robert L. Douglas founded a new 
professional team in November 1923, the New York Renaissance Big Five, helping 
to usher in the age of black professional play known as the Black Fives Era. The 
team’s home base was Harlem’s Renaissance Casino and Ballroom, and its games 
were part of the nightlife entertainment. Other teams found themselves in sim-
ilar situations, which led to a more fast-paced entertaining style of play to satisfy 
crowds often more concerned with drinking and dancing. By the late 1920s, the 
Rens and other black professional teams began barnstorming throughout the 
northeast, and in the early 1930s, they began making trips to the South, where 
the bulk of the black population still lived.8 

It could be a fraught endeavor, but one that would be lucrative for Douglas and 
other owners in the decades that followed. When black professional basketball 
teams the Harlem Magicians and the New York Olympians scheduled a game in 
Birmingham in January 1957, for example, the requirement that white and black 
audiences had to attend separately drew protests from the Birmingham Baptist 
Ministers Conference and rights organizations like the Alabama Christian Move-
ment for Human Rights and the Emancipation Association of Birmingham, all 
of whom petitioned promoters to cancel the game unless everyone could attend 
the same contest.9 The petitions went unheeded, the separate games played, 
much to the dismay of many black residents of the region. One letter-writer from 
Tuscaloosa pointed out that four black churches and two ministers’ homes had 
recently been bombed “because of their fght against segregation. I am sure if 
these outstanding athletes knew that Negroes are now making great sacrifces for 
frst-class citizenship,” the letter explained, “they would not come South to stamp 
their approval on segregation by playing to segregated groups.”10 

Also in 1957, the Georgia state legislature narrowly failed to pass a new sports 
segregation law that prohibited any integrated competition in the state, and 
began making another effort to revive the attempt in 1958. A frustrated Marion 
Jackson, sports editor of the Atlanta Daily World, argued that “the white folks of 
Georgia are willing to surrender their civil liberties in obedience to the idol god 
of jimcrow rather than to take a stand for decency and tolerance.” He pointed 
out that southern legislatures passed no legislation benefcial to black residents 
following the Brown decision, and that new segregation laws like Georgia’s sports 
effort still proliferated, even though they were cutting off the state’s nose to spite 
its face, prohibiting both good competition and legitimate revenue.11 

In 1961, seven black men were arrested in Savannah after playing basketball 
on a municipal court designated as whites only. The Georgia NAACP, which 
was monitoring the case, claimed that it was impossible to tell whether or not 
the action was intended as a protest because the city did not have any municipal 
courts that were not designated for whites.12 The maintenance of such restric-
tions colored the black South’s response to professional basketball. The bulk of 
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basketball coverage in the Atlanta Daily World, the South’s largest black newspaper, 
the hub of a syndicate that spread throughout the region, emphasized black colle-
giate basketball in the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, particularly 
Atlanta schools like Morehouse, Clark, and Morris Brown. There was always an 
eye, however, on the black professionals in the north, with the New York Renais-
sance Big Five taking the 1939 championship by winning the frst annual World 
Professional Basketball Tournament, and the Harlem Globetrotters winning the 
following year. The tournament was sponsored by the Chicago Herald American, 
and over the course of its existence from 1939 to 1948, its winner was generally 
considered the world champion of basketball. After the Rens and Globetrotters, 
integrated teams like the Detroit Eagles, the Oshkosh Stars, and the Washington 
Bears won the tournament, followed by a three-year championship run from 1944 
to 1946 by the Fort Wayne Zollner Pistons. The World kept tabs on such contests, 
though they all featured northern teams, and the paper, like so many others in the 
black press, was particularly infatuated with black teams like the New York Rens 
and the Chicago-based Harlem Globetrotters. Professional teams in the South, 
meanwhile, were lily white and uniformly ignored by the black southern press. 
Locality only mattered when coupled with racial inclusion, and so until southern 
professional teams with black players as either part or all of the roster became a 
reality, professional basketball in all of its forms would remain tertiary for the 
black southern population.13 

Such racial inconsistencies also existed at the national level. As Damion L. 
Thomas has noted, in the decade following World War II, the State Department 
“attempted to develop a relationship” with the Harlem Globetrotters, hoping to 
encourage black Americans to see the American Dream as “available to indi-
vidual African Americans despite segregation.” The State Department did so, 
Thomas argues, because it saw “the Globetrotters’ cooning as well as their degrad-
ing caricatures of African Americans” as refecting “the behavior, attitudes, and 
mind-set of most black Americans. Hence, State Department arguments simul-
taneously stressed racial progress, but also the notion that African Americans’ 
‘unsophisticated behavior’ made them unft or at least ill-prepared for full equal-
ity.” It was a situation that led even black basketball success to work against inte-
gration, against the full participation of black players with white, a situation even 
sponsored by the federal government, making the later racial concern of owners 
(see below) understandable, if not a fait accompli.14 

Meanwhile, the National Basketball Association also struggled with its own 
racial inconsistencies. The NBA was the result of a merger between existing 
white professional leagues in the wake of World War II. The Basketball Asso-
ciation of America was founded in 1946 by the owners of hockey arenas in the 
midwest and northeast, and the modern NBA dates its frst contest to the frst 
game of the BAA, played in Toronto between the home Huskies and the New 
York Knickerbockers. Older leagues like the American Basketball League and 
the National Basketball League provided early competition, but in 1948, the best 
teams from both joined the BAA. When the fnal NBL teams merged with the 
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new organization in August 1949, the group changed its name to the National 
Basketball Association. The frst black players joined NBA teams the following 
year, adding a small but signifcant black presence to the league.15 

It was a signifcant presence, but it also signifed the looming issue that race 
would remain in the new organization. The Pittsburgh Courier’s Jack Saunders, 
for example, took the Philadelphia Warriors to task in 1953 for being one of the 
last professional basketball holdouts in hiring black players. “Apparently the 
Philadelphia Warriors have too many good white players to give Negro players 
a break,” wrote Saunders facetiously, despite the fact that “the Warriors had lost 
27 of 33 games played.” There were many who accused the team of prejudice. “If 
that be true the owners of the Warriors think more of prejudice than they think 
of money.” The paper cast most of the blame on Eddie Gottlieb, the team’s owner 
and coach, who was rumored to consider quitting because of the team’s lack of 
success, a situation Saunders argued that could have been avoided by incorporat-
ing talented black players.16 

“Has the National Basketball Association the strength to protect its players 
from segregation practices in biased cities?” asked World sports editor Marion 
Jackson. The answer, as of February 1959, seemed to be yes. In response to segre-
gation in West Virginia, Minneapolis Lakers’ star forward Elgin Baylor refused to 
play in an exhibition game. “A pro basketball player dunked a free throw through 
the hoop of segregation,” proclaimed the Los Angeles Sentinel in a confused met-
aphor. When Baylor’s Lakers were scheduled to play Cincinnati in Charleston, 
the city assured Minneapolis president Bob Short that there would be no seg-
regation in the city, but the local hotel refused to accommodate Baylor and his 
black teammates. The team moved in its entirety to a black hotel, and Baylor 
refused to participate in the game. “Such is the stuff men are made of,” gushed 
the Sentinel. A local promoter for the American Business Club, who sponsored 
the Charleston game, demanded that the NBA punish its young star for not play-
ing, but the association defended Baylor and responded to the incident with a 
staunch anti-segregation policy, association president Maurice Podoloff announc-
ing that before any NBA team played in a non-league city, “we will insist on 
a clause to protect players and clubs from embarrassment.” The Lakers agreed, 
Short announcing that the team would play no further neutral-site games “unless 
we are guaranteed common facilities for rooming and feeding all our players.” The 
Sentinel praised Short, as well, but Baylor was the story. His “refusal to compro-
mise with all the evil that segregation stands for is a tribute to his character and 
should give the faint-hearted something to think about. He has shown the way.”17 

Baylor’s actions “will do much to topple ole Jim Crow from the sports pic-
ture,” guessed black press columnist Brock Brockenbury. “This was an act that 
even Jackie Robinson might have hesitated to pull.” Such was a common theme. 
Columnist Dan Burley claimed that Baylor “overnight has become the ‘Jackie 
Robinson’ of pro basketball in his strictly one-man crusade against southern Jim 
Crow.” Brockenbury encouraged his readers to send letters of thanks to both 
Baylor and the Lakers to assure offcials that “what they did is appreciated by us.”18 
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Baylor was grateful for the support. “I’ve appreciated the many replies I’ve 
received from various parts of the country,” he announced. 

I want it understood, however, that I didn’t take this stand to become a hero. 
I just felt it wasn’t right for me to play in a town where I couldn’t be treated 
on an equal basis with the rest of the team.19 

While Baylor’s refusal to play was new, the segregated treatment of NBA teams 
was not. Just weeks prior to the West Virginia fasco, in December 1958, a sim-
ilar incident occurred when the Lakers played the Boston Celtics in Charlotte, 
North Carolina. Black players for both teams, including Baylor and Bill Russell, 
were forced to eat at different restaurants and stay in different lodgings than their 
white teammates. Both played in the Charlotte game, but neither were happy. “I 
don’t care if we ever go back,” said an angry Walter Brown, owner of the Celtics. 
“I know one thing—I’ll never do anything to embarrass my players.” Richard 
Short was similarly upset, just as he would be again in February. It was after the 
Charlotte incident that Baylor told the team owner that he would not play if a 
similar incident occurred.20 

Though Russell had not been in Charleston for Baylor’s refusal to play, he 
supported him unequivocally. “Elgin didn’t do what he did for himself alone,” 
he told the New York Post. “He did it for me and every other Negro player in the 
league.” Russell described his own similar experiences in junior college and on the 
Olympic team. “This is a white man’s world,” he explained. 

They take us and they educate us. They say: ‘You’re going to help. Be on your 
best behavior.’ They give us their religion, their code of ethics, their way to 
dress and to live and then they don’t live up to it. 

It was high-order betrayal. “They draw a line and we’re not supposed to go over 
it. What do you think it does to a person inside? Do you think you ever get over 
it?”21 The justifable anger of the mistreated players was a cut that would leave a 
scar for all black players in the league. 

Even on professional teams with liberal management and general rapport 
between black and white players, explained columnist Brock Brockenbury, “subtle 
prejudice pops up in little ways, in the conversation of the players, in their habits, 
in the little involuntary groupings and the like.”22 Those continued problems led 
Bill Russell in 1962, just three years after the West Virginia incident, to announce 
that after his playing career he planned to move to Africa.23 It was that season 
that Russell experienced yet another indignity, this time at a segregated restaurant 
in Lexington, Kentucky. After being refused service at a restaurant in Lexington, 
fve Celtics’ players and two from the St. Louis Hawks booked tickets on the next 
fight out of town and did not play. “The people of Lexington, who had a double 
standard at that time, were not offended at the game that evening,” wrote Rus-
sell. “They got just what they apparently wanted—a lily-white basketball game.” 
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While the manager of the hotel where the incident occurred claimed that the 
fasco was a misunderstanding, Celtics coach Red Auerbach took the players to 
the airport himself. “I couldn’t possibly order them to play,” he said.24 Around that 
same time, Oakland was scheduled to play an exhibition in Houston, and, as Rus-
sell explained, “the NAACP asked the Negro players to refuse to play under the 
segregated seating laws that were in force.” There was no such request from 
the NAACP in Lexington, but there was a frustrated Russell, which served much 
the same function.25 

The same was true when college players came through the region. Chet Walker, 
a Bradley University standout in 1960, described horrendous treatment when his 
Illinois team made a swing through the South. His coach told the black players 

to expect racism and offensive treatment, that it was just the way things were 
and there was nothing he or we could do about it. Implicit was the idea that 
we better not cause any incident that would refect badly on the team or on 
Bradley. The message was that the South was going to be different because we 
were different: this is your lot, accept it, don’t make waves if you want to play.26 

With such racial incidents mounting—prominent and melodramatic in the South, 
but present in myriad ways throughout the country—a new upstart promotion, 
the American Basketball League, began play in 1961. The new league, created 
by Abe Saperstein, owner of the Harlem Globetrotters, put teams in non-NBA 
cities in the northeast and far west, including one in Hawaii, as well as directly 
challenging the association in Chicago and Los Angeles. The ABL was a product 
of the Globetrotters’ owner and emphasized its commitment to black basketball. 
Saperstein’s organization would even be, among other things, the frst professional 
league to feature black head coaches. The league’s Pittsburgh franchise called 
itself the Rens, a homage to legendary Renaissance Big Five from New York. The 
ABL did not last long, collapsing in 1963 with roughly two million dollars in 
losses, unable to compete with the NBA in the west and northeast and struggling 
with an unwieldy travel schedule that included Hawaii. It was a venture that 
seemed a signpost for future attempts, failing in business but succeeding in the 
promotion of a more robust black basketball presence.27 

The Pittsburgh Courier announced in August 1963, just after the ABL’s col-
lapse, that professional basketball had “grown by leaps and bounds down through 
the years and Negro stars have grown with it.” It described Elgin Baylor, Bill 
Russell, Wilt Chamberlain, and Oscar Robertson as the unquestioned leaders in 
the game.28 What the Courier did not include in its celebration, however, was that 
a roster of black stars was, in the perception of NBA leadership, a drain on the 
league’s popularity.29 

That month, August 1963, the NBA Board of Governors held a series of meet-
ings designed to dramatically improve the long-term health of the league. The asso-
ciation had played during the previous season without a television deal and had 
suffered fnancially as a consequence. At those meetings, the Board replaced the 
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association’s original president, Maurice Podoloff, with former Harlem Globetrotters 
publicity director and mayor of Stamford, Connecticut J. Walter Kennedy, who 
initiated a platform of strict discipline to sanitize the NBA’s reputation. “Few pro-
fessional athletes ever bother to read their contracts,” Kennedy explained, because 
there was “one specifc line in their contract which gives me unusual power--the 
power to ban them from the NBA for life for conduct I feel detrimental to bas-
ketball.” There were myriad new rules. The players were told not to socialize with 
gamblers. “They have been told to check carefully before allowing their picture to 
be taken with people they don’t know. And if any NBA players do get into trouble, 
they can expect no mercy from me.” Kennedy even fned Red Auerbach for not 
leaving the foor after receiving two technical fouls during a game.30 

The Board also expanded the maximum active roster from 11 to 12, placing an 
extra uniformed player at the end of professional benches. With those changes, the 
association managed a new television contract for a Game of the Week beginning in 
January 1964. Podoloff, retiring but seeing much progress in the moves, also formed 
a committee to examine the possibility of expansion to ten teams the following 
season. Of all such corporate maneuvering, the most curious of the moves was the 
roster expansion, as all of the others were designed to increase revenues, while the 
roster expansion would only limit them. The assumption of many, including some 
of the association’s black players, was that as the association’s talent became blacker, 
it became less marketable; thus, the roster expansion was a maneuver to create 
another active roster spot for a white player to make the teams more marketable.31 

“The NBA has apparently purged itself of the quota system,” Bill Russell wrote in 
1970, indicating his belief that though it went without offcial documentation, one 
clearly existed. “The day in 1965 that Red [Auerbach] started fve blacks—and we 
went on to win the title—that was the end of the quota system.”32 

August 1963 was seminal for the NBA because of the association’s Board of 
Governors’ meeting, but the month was better known for a different meeting, the 
March on Washington, attended by, among more than 200,000 others, Elgin Bay-
lor, Bill Russell, and additional black players. That month, it was also announced 
that Baylor would play a Nigerian delegate to the United Nations in Bob Hope’s 
new movie, A Global Affair, demonstrating that black stars were a lucrative com-
modity and thus the NBA’s racial concerns were ultimately unnecessary.33 

That season was dominated by Baltimore Bullets rookie Gus Johnson, a black 
power forward from the University of Idaho who would eventually make the 
NBA’s All-Rookie First Team. Johnson was routinely cited by black players as an 
exemplar of the extra work it took for African Americans to succeed in basket-
ball. Johnson was an Akron high-school standout, but was always overshadowed 
by Jerry Lucas from Middletown in the southern part of the state. The white 
Lucas got a scholarship to Ohio State, while Johnson settled for Idaho. When the 
two got to the NBA, Johnson always made playing against Lucas a priority. “Gus 
eats him alive, and Jerry doesn’t do much against Gus,” said one player. “You can 
see Gus out there and I know he’s thinking: ‘I had nothing in my life, never had, 
and this big white kid had everything. I’ll show him, I’ll show him’.”34 
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It was Du Bois’s double-consciousness writ onto basketball gymnasiums around 
the country, and it could be motivating or utterly disheartening, depending 
on the player. “I consider my life up to the present time a waste,” Bill Russell 
explained in April 1963. “I don’t consider anything I’ve done as contributing to 
society.” Playing basketball was “marking time, the most shallow thing in the 
world.” He demonstrated a frustration with race relations that was uncompro-
mising. “I accepted things I shouldn’t have,” he said. “Little things. Like the fact 
that a police car stopped every time it went by and a few of us were talking on the 
corner. I thought it stopped for everybody. Now I know it only stopped for US.”35 

The racial reality for black players and the racial hand-wringing by white 
owners would become more prominent in February 1966, when Sport Magazine 
published one of its most controversial articles, an investigation into NBA exec-
utives’ fears about race. Journalist John Devaney delved into what he called “pro 
basketball’s hidden fear.” The exposé began with a provocative question by How-
ard Cosell to Wilt Chamberlain. “Are we reaching the point,” Cosell asked in 
a WABC radio interview, “where perhaps there are too many Negro players in 
the National Basketball Association for box offce appeal?” It was an intention-
ally provocative question from an intentionally provocative self-promoter, but 
Chamberlain’s answer was even more surprising: “I defnitely think that probably 
we have.”36 

Seven of the ten starters in the association’s 1965 All-Star Game, for example, 
were black. “Nobody wants to say anything, but of course the owners are worried,” 
admitted one NBA coach. “How are you going to draw with eleven colored players 
on your team?” It was a worrisome question to many in the association, while oth-
ers found it ridiculous. All, however, agreed that the association was blackening. 
In the 1955–1956 season, six of the NBA’s eighty players were black, and one, 
Maurice Stokes, made the All-Star game. At the beginning of the 1965–1966 
season, the association had 99 players, and 47 were black. Of that number, 31 
were starters and 14 made the All-Star game. Almost half the players, two-thirds 
of the starters, and three-quarters of the all-stars were African American, in a 
league where fans were close to the players, and where those players wore no hats 
or helmets, far more visible than in any other professional league. Devaney also 
noted that the best collegiate players in every class were black, meaning that the 
trend would only continue.37 

The problem, argued Devaney, was “race prejudice,” and it was everywhere. 

The fear of NBA owners, the question that worries them is: in a society that 
is 90 percent white, is this prejudice—this inability of some white spectators 
to identify with Negro athletes—deep enough and widespread enough to 
hold back NBA growth? 

The answer of both NBA publicity director Haskell Cohen and commissioner 
Walter Kennedy was an unqualifed no. Both pointed to rising attendance over 
the same decade that included the rise of the black superstar. “When a team wins, 
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it draws,” Cohen explained. “When it loses, attendance falls off. It’s as simple as 
that.” The counter to such claims came in examples such as Boston. The Celtics 
had been champions for seven straight seasons. The team’s average attendance 
in the 1960–1961 season was 7,448 per game. Four years later, the team averaged 
8,779 fans per game. It was, to be sure, an improvement, but the team’s arena held 
13,909. Chamberlain, in his interview with Cosell, chalked up such relative stag-
nation amid overwhelming success to the continued blackening of the team, as 
white stars like Bob Cousy and Bill Sharman were replaced with black stars like 
Sam Jones and KC Jones. “Why should a team with a record compiled such as it 
has not draw to capacity crowds,” asked Chamberlain, “whereas the hockey team 
flls the house almost every night?”38 

Another consideration was television, the viewers beyond the arena. ABC 
television paid the AFL two million dollars for 16 football games and paid 
the NBA $750,000 for 17 basketball games. “In broadcasting circles,” Devaney 
claimed, “it was said that the reason for the disparity in prices was the lack of 
a white NBA star.” Kennedy, of course, denied such claims, but was not in the 
broadcasting business. ABC’s ratings for professional basketball were not bad, 
but Devaney seemed on to something. “I’m only being realistic,” a television 
executive told the reporter, “when I say that if a white center were to come 
along to challenge Chamberlain or Russell, the ratings for those games would 
jump ffty percent.”39 

One of the certain victims of the racial worry in the NBA was the black fringe 
player. One NBA offcial explained that 

up to 1960 or so, you kept a colored player as your ninth or tenth man. You 
had to pay him only $6,500 or so, a lot less than you had to pay a white boy. 
But not anymore. Now the tenth and 11th players are white boys, to balance 
out the squad. 

Teams replaced white players with white players, black players with black players, 
keeping a racial consistency that would maintain fan expectations. Stories were 
myriad of team executives being told by management to draft white players to 
mollify a fan base, ultimately missing out on black players who would become 
stars. So too were the stories of marginal black players losing jobs at the end of an 
NBA team bench.40 

Such was, so the rumors went, the reason rosters had expanded to 11 players 
in 1963. “Times have changed--for the better--but prejudice did not die with the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964,” wrote Devaney. “The NBA knows it is facing a prob-
lem.” Again a solution seemed to be expansion, but this time with more teams, 
rather than more players on the end of the bench. “The thinking is that at least 
50 percent of these new jobs would be flled by Negroes, but others would be taken 
by whites who otherwise would be shut out of the NBA.” In addition, expansion 
would allow the association to divide into four divisions, “giving better balance 
and more winners. And winners usually do well at the box offce.”41 
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The suggestion of expansion, of course, portended a possible move to the 
supposedly recovering Jim Crow South. The classical civil rights movement had 
exploded throughout the region following Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 
and the murder of Emmett Till in 1955. The Montgomery Bus Boycott began 
later that year after Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on a local bus, then cul-
minated successfully in December 1956. The Civil Rights Act of 1957 followed, 
as did the Little Rock school desegregation crisis. The sit-in movement began in 
February 1960 when four students from North Carolina A&T asked for service at 
a Greensboro lunch counter. The Freedom Rides in 1961, the Albany Movement 
in 1962, and the violent summer in Birmingham in 1963. The Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 provided remedies for segregation in public accommodations and employ-
ment discrimination, but it included nothing about black voting rights, so activ-
ists descended on Mississippi for what became known as Freedom Summer, where 
racial violence killed six civil rights workers. When combined with the voting 
rights activism in Selma, Alabama the following year, the protests led to the 
Voting Rights Act of 1965. The new laws were legitimate successes of the move-
ment, but the white South was reluctant to make the changes they required.42 

It left many white leaders selling a new sanitized reputation for the region 
without actually adhering to the requirements created by a movement they still 
resented. Both New Orleans and Atlanta had applied for new NBA franchises, 
for example, and the prospect of such a move seemed at least potentially success-
ful by the mid-1960s. The St. Louis Hawks, a team “with seven Negroes on the 
squad,” scheduled eight of its games in the 1965–1966 season in Memphis, and 
those games averaged a respectable 7,501 fans. “An NBA club would go over in 
the South with 50 percent Negro players,” a white southern player explained, “but 
the team would have to be a winner.” It was a curious assessment, both ominous 
and optimistic at the same time.43 

The exposé turned out to be “one of the most controversial stories we have ever 
run.” Sport Magazine was inundated with mail parsing every conceivable issue 
related to race and professional basketball, but Sport vigorously stood by its story. 
“We heard that there was a fear, an anxiety, among the powerbrokers of the NBA,” 
the magazine wrote several months later, “that pro basketball wasn’t growing the 
way it should because there were too many Negroes in the league.” The Devaney 
investigation had proven such rumors true. “He found out that some people in the 
NBA felt that the preponderance of Negro players was hurting the gate. He found 
out that some people feared an almost-total takeover of the NBA by Negroes.”44 

The fear of the NBA was real, but so too was the potential for expansion, and 
many opportunistic entrepreneurs saw southern cities as ripe for professional basket-
ball. When the American Basketball Association arrived the year following Sport’s 
race investigation to once again challenge the hegemony of the NBA, it followed 
in the footsteps of other rival upstarts like the American Football League, expressly 
intent on competing with the established association and forcing a merger. The 
ABA sought to put teams in new, emerging markets so that they could be success-
ful without directly competing with the established league, hoping to demonstrate 
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viability and make the possibility of merger more likely.45 The South ft that bill, 
and so despite the league’s reluctance to go to the Deep South, it did place teams in 
Dallas, Houston, Louisville, and New Orleans. Even with that strategy, however, the 
ABA unapologetically identifed itself racially. While the NBA had black stars like 
Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell, it had struggled with race and its relationship to 
fans. The NBA hadn’t included black players until 1950 and their further inclusion 
was a slow trickle throughout the decade. The ABA, however, actively pursued 
black players. As historian James Whiteside has noted, the league was founded “in 
the immediate wake of the most active and successful period of America’s civil 
rights struggle.” The league also wanted a more famboyant, less fundamental style 
that offcials believed black athletes could bring. Just as the ABA would play in dif-
ferent cities than the NBA, it would attempt to play to a different audience, as well. 
“The ABA,” explained historian Tom Dyja, “helped to shift the balance of power in 
professional basketball to African-Americans by basing its existence on them and 
not pretending otherwise.”46 

To counter such moves, the NBA would lean heavily on established stars 
like Russell. The Celtics center was one of those principally responsible for 
both stabilizing the NBA and beginning the process of its blackening. When 
Russell debuted, there were only 15 black NBA players, and he would be the frst 
iconic national black fgure in the league, taking his place among the likes of 
Jesse Owens in track, Joe Louis in boxing, and Jackie Robinson in baseball. He 
became a representation of the race in his chosen sport. And he did it two years 
after Brown v. Board of Education. When Wilt Chamberlain entered the league 
in 1959, the rivalry that developed between him and Russell drove the success of 
the NBA through the next decade. “Never before have so many people taken an 
active interest in professional basketball,” wrote Sport magazine’s Barry Gottehrer. 
“Suddenly, housewives and college coeds who generally avoid athletic events with 
a passion are taking sides in this battle between the giants.”47 

The Chamberlain-Russell rivalry dominated coverage of professional basket-
ball and thus contributed to the assumption by whites that the NBA was a black 
league, turning many fans who felt alienated by the successes of the civil rights 
movement away from the sport. Meanwhile, Russell unapologetically used his suc-
cess to participate in the movement, leading marches in Boston, and participating 
in others like the March on Washington. He participated in Freedom Summer in 
Mississippi in the summer of 1964. “I don’t like most white people because they 
are white,” Russell famously announced in the early 1960s. “Conversely, I like 
most Negroes because they are black. Show me the lowest, most downtrodden 
Negro and I will say to you that man is my brother.” By 1965, almost half of the 
NBA’s players were black. Television ratings were up, as was the NBA’s overall 
popularity, but the blackness of the league, combined with statements like those 
of Russell, only stoked the racial skepticism of white sports fans about the viability 
of the NBA, much less the forthcoming ABA.48 

Russell’s least favorite place to play was St. Louis, considered by many in 
the 1950s and early 1960s to be the most racist NBA city. Before the Celtics 
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and Lakers became championship rivals, the Hawks dominated the West and 
provided an annual challenge for the Boston juggernaut. The two played for the 
NBA championship in 1957, 1958, 1960, and 1961. In December 1956, the Celtics 
played a game in St. Louis’s Kiel Auditorium. “The ball went up and Bob Pettit of 
the Hawks and I jumped for it,” recalled Russell. 

“Coon.” 
“Go back to Africa, you baboon.” 
“Watch out, Pettit, you’ll get covered with chocolate.” 
“Black nigger.” 
“There was no doubt who the fans were yelling at,” Russell said. “I was the 

only Negro athlete on either team.”49 

It wasn’t the kind of reaction that encouraged management to invest in black 
players, but ultimately the Hawks would have no choice. St. Louis was still an 
ostensibly southern town with segregationist policies in much of the city. The 
fan base was white and had racialized expectations of its team. Lenny Wilkens 
was the second black player in St. Louis history, arriving in 1960 to join Sihugo 
Green, who signed the year prior. The black players were expected to rebound the 
ball and pass to the white stars. This racial mixing was new, and most white play-
ers, like LSU’s Bob Pettit, Kentucky’s Cliff Hagan, and Kansas’s Clyde Lovellette, 
had never played with black teammates.50 

When Green, for example, turned over the ball, as David Halberstam noted, 
“the whites would not say anything, they would simply raise their eyebrows as if 
to say, what can you expect, that’s the way they are.” Away from the court, things 
weren’t much better. Wilkens once received 25 dollars for a promotional event 
in St. Louis, while his white teammates Bob Pettit and Walter Hagan received 
75 dollars. “That was St. Louis,” wrote Halberstam.51 

St. Louis was also particularly diffcult for visiting black players. It could be 
“the loneliest town in the world.” Bill Russell had experienced brief racial attacks 
in college, “but in St. Louis it was ‘baboon…nigger…black bastard.’ Not from the 
players. Never have I heard a professional ballplayer say anything about race in a 
game. But the fans were using it as a weapon.” It was, for Russell, “the St. Louis 
of my bitter memories,” and the city was notorious throughout the league, some 
seeing it as an exception, others as an outsized example of slightly milder bigotries 
in every NBA market.52 

Because of such incidents, there was, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a 
broader critique of the traditionally understood notion that sports was a charac-
ter-building endeavor. Russell’s autobiography in 1966, Harry Edwards’s The Revolt 
of the Black Athlete in 1969, Dave Meggyesy’s Out of Their League and Jim Bouton’s 
Ball Four in 1970, and Jack Scott’s The Athletic Revolution in 1971, each in its 
own way gave lie to the myth that sports was a cure to the ills of society. At the 
same time however, sports was also marshaled as a check against such countercul-
tural messages by the likes of Richard Nixon, Spiro Agnew, and Ronald Reagan. 
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That check coincided with a rise of sports in the Sunbelt, as new cities in the 
expanding South and West sought to burnish their reputations with professional 
teams. In turn, those teams would, at least in the popular mind, take on the con-
servative values of those cities.53 

The St. Louis of Bill Russell’s bitter memories would watch as their NBA 
team moved to Atlanta in 1968, which initially problematized that transition 
by placing a black team from a black league into the heart of the Deep South 
at a time of signifcant racial unrest. Still, following a business model that 
played not to its employees, but rather to the racial assumptions of its clientele, 
Hawks management steadily eroded the talent of the team in order to make its 
appearance more palatable to those conservative Sunbelt values.54 Or, as David 
Halberstam surmised, Atlanta’s management, “anxious not to offend its white 
fans (or, more accurately, hoping to locate them), had broken up a very success-
ful, virtually all-black team, and drafted Maravich out of college.” That being 
the case, “Primarily for racial reasons, [Atlanta] remained a troubled franchise 
for a decade to come.”55 

And the league more broadly remained troubled by race and the long shadow 
of civil rights through the rest of the century. In the 1980s and 1990s, the new 
Reagan conservatism that swept the nation and the commissionership of David 
Stern, who took over as head of the league in 1984, led the NBA to cultivate a 
more staid, corporate image. Gone were Elgin Baylor and Bill Russell, replaced 
with superstars like Magic Johnson and Michael Jordan who parlayed their bas-
ketball dominance into advertising prowess that provided fnancial incentive to 
maintain the status quo. Jordan was the preeminent star of age, but never spoke 
out on racial issues as had stars of the previous generation. He was a black talent 
that was beloved and nonthreatening to white consumers with a carefully mani-
cured reputation in the style of Joe Louis.56 

When Jordan retired and the century turned, many players began to shed 
that corporate image, embracing the fashion and culture of hip-hop. Again, 
white fans wrung their hands about what some saw as problematic performative 
blackness. It was common fare outside of sports for commentators to associate 
hip-hop and rap culture with criminality and vice, and the behavior of a small 
segment of the league’s athletes played into the hands of those propagating such 
narratives, allowing some white fans to assume cornrows and tattoos as signposts 
of deviance. The team that symbolized the new version of racialized negative 
associations with professional basketball more than any other was the Portland 
Trailblazers. Known as the “Jailblazers” for the frst several years of the twenty-frst 
century, the club witnessed several of its players in legal jeopardy. Stars Rasheed 
Wallace and Damion Stoudamire were arrested for marijuana use. Role player 
Qyntel Woods suffered animal abuse charges for staging dog fghts in his house. 
The team also signed registered sex offender Reuben Patterson to a contract. On 
the court, things were not much better. Wallace was suspended for threatening 
a referee. Fights in practice were common. The “Jailblazers” alienated the white 
fanbase in Portland and many white fans across the country.57 
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In November 2004, a game between the Indiana Pacers and Detroit Pistons 
became infamous as the “Malice at the Palace.” After a fght on the court 
between the two teams, a Detroit fan threw a beer at Pacer forward Ron Artest. 
In response, he charged into the stands to confront the fan, leading to a melee 
that brought fans onto the court to participate in a larger brawl. The incident 
stood as a scarlet letter for a league whose reputation had diminished substantially 
in a decidedly racialized narrative in the early 2000s. To try to counter the white 
backlash, David Stern attempted what many saw as a racialized solution, insti-
tuting a player dress code in 2005. In a reifcation of Walter Kennedy’s sanitation 
efforts of 1963, players were required to dress in business attire to and from arenas 
or at any event representing the NBA. Do-rags, gaudy jewelry, and Timberland 
boots were banned, as were tee shirts and blue jeans. The policy seemed directed 
at representations of hip-hop culture, and black hip-hop culture in particular. It 
was the modern personifcation of the concern expressed in Sport Magazine’s infa-
mous 1966 article about the league’s “hidden fear,” though in the early twenty-frst 
century that fear was not so hidden.58 

The recapitulation of internal league worries, however, would be matched by a 
recapitulation of Russell-style activism. Two years prior to Stern’s dress code, a new 
rookie, Lebron James, entered the NBA. James inaugurated a new willingness of 
superstars to participate in protest, combining the league dominance, corporate 
presence, and unthreatening persona of Michael Jordan with the radicalism of 
Russell and Baylor. James understood that his talent and popularity were larger than 
whatever backlash might accrue to him for using his platform for racial justice advo-
cacy. James spoke passionately about the Sudanese War in Darfur. He participated 
in the hoodie campaign after the murder of Trayvon Martin and championed the 
protests in Ferguson, Missouri after the police killing of Michael Brown. After the 
New York police killed Eric Garner with an illegal chokehold, he wore a shirt with 
the phrase “I Can’t Breathe” in warmups before a game. He spoke publicly against 
racist rallies like that in Charlottesville, Virginia and in support of the national 
anthem protests of quarterback Colin Kaepernick. His philanthropy supported a 
variety of causes, many centering around educating underprivileged youth. Finally, 
after the 2020 protests in the wake of the police killing of George Floyd, James lent 
his voice to the broader cause of the Black Lives Matter movement.59 

He also, like Russell and Baylor, was willing to take on the league that gave 
him his platform. He publicly called for the removal of Los Angeles Clippers 
owner Donald Sterling after his private racism became public. When the coro-
navirus pandemic shortened the 2020 NBA season and the league negotiated 
with the players to participate in a late-summer shortened schedule in Orlando, 
Florida, James spearheaded the effort to ensure that the players would be allowed 
to express their political concerns about racial justice and that the league would 
not only support those concerns but magnify them. In another mimic of the expe-
riences of his forebears, white racists and conservatives used his activism as a 
cudgel against the player and the game, the most famous incident coming from 
right-wing television host Laura Ingraham telling James to “shut up and dribble.”60 
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White tone policing of black voices was nothing new, but neither was the 
activism that prompted it. Basketball’s blackness and its negotiation with that 
blackness have defned the game since the early twentieth century. No other sport 
has carried the racial coding that basketball carried since the frst introduction 
of black teams in 1904, and that coding provided both opportunities for protest 
and hindrances to it, as white powerbrokers and black players engaged in a call-
and-response dialogue about the role of protest in sports. It was a dialogue that 
fundamentally shaped the posture of the NBA and allowed its players to serve as 
powerful voices for civil rights outside of the boundary lines that separated the 
athletes from the nation that watched them play. Basketball may have been “orig-
inally invented as a white man’s game,” but it became, through racial activism, a 
black man’s theater, one for both play and protest. 
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